This study examines the adaptive market hypothesis of the S&P500, FTSE100, NIKKEI225 and EURO STOXX 50 by testing for stock return predictability using daily data from January 1990 to May 2014. We apply three bootstrapped versions of the variance ratio test to the raw stock returns and also whiten the returns through an AR-GARCH process to study the nonlinear predictability after accounting for conditional heteroscedasticity through the BDS test. We evaluate the time-varying return predictability by applying these tests to fixedlength moving subsample windows and also examine whether there is a relationship between the level of predictability in stock returns and market conditions. The results show that there are periods of statistically significant return predictability, but also episodes of no statistically significant predictability in stock returns. We also find that certain market conditions are statistically significantly related to predictability in certain markets but each market interacts differently with the different market conditions. Therefore our findings suggest that return predictability in stock markets does vary over time in a manner consistent with the adaptive market hypothesis and that each market adapts differently to certain market conditions. Consequently our findings suggest that investors should view each market independently since different markets experience contrasting levels of predictability, which are related to market conditions.
Introduction
This paper examines the predictability of stock returns over time and determines whether the Adaptive Market Hypothesis (AMH) can describe the predictability of major stock indices around the world. We also study whether the changing degree of stock return predictability can be linked to certain market conditions. The level of predictability of stock returns may depend on certain market conditions since market conditions can have strong consequences on the psychology of market participants and the way the market participants analyse information which in turn affects their decision-making. This paper is motivated by the fact that stock returns have been found to have predictive power from past price and return information, which is in contrast to the weak-form efficient market hypothesis (EMH). The weak-form EMH states that stock prices fully reflect all available information, which is limited to past prices, and consequently stock returns are purely unpredictable from past prices (Fama 1970) . However the literature has found that stock returns do have predictive power and that the EMH does not always hold, challenging the validity of the EMH. Also, most of the previous work on market efficiency has followed a conventional approach of testing weak-form efficiency over a specific time period which has two main problems. Firstly, as Campbell et al (1997) note, this approach determines whether a market is efficient over a whole period as an all-or-nothing condition and ignores the notion of relative efficiency which enables the efficiency of one market to be measured against another. Secondly, the conventional approach assumes that the level of market efficiency is constant over some pre-determined time period. However this is very unlikely as many factors will result in the degree of market efficiency varying over time (Lim and Brooks 2011) . Further, Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) argue for the impossibility of perfectly efficient markets since traders would not have any incentive to acquire costly information if markets were not inefficient and profit-making opportunities available.
The AMH proposed by Lo (2004) , enables market efficiency and inefficiencies to co-exist in an intellectually consistent manner. Under the AMH, market efficiency evolves over time instead of being subject to the conventional view of all-or-nothing efficiency. Natural selection ensures the survival of the fittest and determines the number and composition of market participants and trading strategies. As market participants adapt to an ever-changing environment, they rely on heuristics to make their investment choices. Therefore the return predictability can arise from time to time due to changing market conditions as demonstrated by Lo (2005) through a rolling first-order autocorrelation test on monthly returns of the S&P Composite Index. Therefore, convergence to market efficiency is neither guaranteed nor likely to occur and the level of efficiency depends on the market participants and the market conditions at that moment of time. There has been an explosion of studies in the recent literature that document strong evidence of the AMH in stock markets (see for example Kim et al 2011; Urquhart and Hudson 2013; Manahov and Hudson 2014; Urquhart and McGroarty 2014; Ghazani and Aragli 2014) .
We examine the predictability of returns for the four most economically important stock market indices globally (S&P500, FTSE100, NIKKEI225 and EURO STOXX 50) over time between January 1990 and May 2014. We use three versions of the variance ratio test with bootstrapped p-values to examine predictability, as well as the BDS test which enables us to examine the nonlinear predictability of stock returns. To ensure the BDS test examines the nonlinear predictability in stock returns, we whiten returns through an AR(q)-GARCH(1,1) model to remove all the linear correlation in returns and time-varying volatility since market efficiency has implications for and only for the conditional mean (Lim and Hooy 2013) . We use a two-year fixed-length moving sub-sample framework similar to Kim et al (2011) where each window length is two-years long that rolls forward one month. From this, we also obtain monthly measures of the degree of return predictability and test whether they are related to different stock market conditions. We find that stock return predictability does vary over time for each of the markets studied and that the S&P500 is the most efficient of the four markets studied. We also show that levels of predictability are associated with certain conditions in certain markets, but there is no widespread consensus on the behaviour of markets during those market conditions. The contributions of this paper to the literature are as follows. First, this is the first study to examine whether stock return predictability is related to market conditions on a multi-market basis. The literature so far on AMH has either studied just one market or has not linked the predictability to market conditions. Second, this is the first study to use three bootstrapped versions of the variance-ratio test and the nonlinear BDS test to examine the AMH through a fixed length moving sub-sample window framework. The majority of the literature of AMH ignores the importance of nonlinear predictability. Third, we use these methods to capture the main dynamics of stock returns in several dimensions while at the same time reducing the risk that a spurious result from one test may affect the conclusions. Fourth, we examine which market conditions are associated with high/low levels of stock market index return predictability for four largest stock markets in the world (by trading volume) during the period of our study, which has been largely ignored in the empirical literature.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses the recent literature on the AMH while Section 3 presents the methodology. Section 4 reports the data and the empirical results while Section 5 summarises the findings and provides conclusions.
Related Literature
The AMH has received increasing attention in the recent academic literature where there has been strong evidence of the adaptive behaviour of stock returns. Lim and Brooks (2006) examine the evolving efficiency of developing and developed stock markets using a rolling sample approach. Through the portmanteau bicorrelation test they find that the degree of market efficiency varies over time in a cyclical fashion. Lim (2007) uses the portmanteau bicorrelation test through a rolling sample framework on eleven emerging and two developed markets and find that each market's level of efficiency evolves over time in a way consistent with the AMH. Todea et al (2009) study the profitability of the moving average rule over windows using linear and nonlinear tests and show that returns are not constant over but episodic. Ito and Sugiyama (2009) investigate the time-varying autocorrelation of monthly S&P500 returns and show that the degree of market efficiency varies over time, with the market the most inefficient during the late 1980s and most efficient around the year 2000. Kim et al (2011) use an automatic variance ratio test and automatic portmanteau test to examine stock return predictability of daily DJIA data over time from 1900 to 2009. They use a rolling window and find strong evidence of time-varying predictability which is driven by market conditions. They find that stock market crashes are associated with no significant return predictability while during economics and political crises, a high degree of return predictability with a moderate degree of uncertainty is observed while during economic or political crises they find that stock returns are highly predictable. Alvarez-Ramirez et al (2012) study the DJIA from 1929 to March 2012 using entropy concepts for proposing a degree of relative market efficiency and they find that market efficiency does vary over time in line with the AMH. Charles et al (2012) examine the return predictability for three major US stock indices using the automatic portmanteau BoxPierce test as well as the wild bootstrapped automatic variance ratio test through a rolling estimation approach. They find evidence of time-varying return predictability and that those periods with significant return autocorrelations can be largely associated with major exogenous events, thus consistent with the AMH. Urquhart and Hudson (2013) study whether the US, UK and Japanese stock markets conform to the AMH through linear and nonlinear tests for stock return independence. They show strong evidence in favour of the AMH, suggesting it provides a better explanation of the stock return behaviour than the EMH. Zhou and Lee (2013) study REIT data through the automatic variance ratio test and automatic portmanteau test and show that market efficiency changes over time depending on market conditions. Dyakova and Smith (2013a) study two Bulgarian stock prices indices and eight stock prices using variance ratio tests in a rolling window from October 2000 to August 2012 and show that changing level of predictability with supports the AMH. Dyakova and Smith (2013b) examine 40 Bulgarian stocks, two Bulgarian stock market indices and 13 other South East European stock market indices using three finite-sample variance ratio tests and show that the return predictability of both stocks and stock market indices varies widely over time. Niemczak and Smith (2013) 
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Middle Eastern stock markets and show that most markets experience successive periods of efficiency and inefficiency, which is consistent with the AMH. Hull and McGroarty (2014) using the Hurst-Mandelbrot-Wallis rescaled range test as a measure of market efficiency on 22 emerging markets and show strong evidence in favour of the AMH. Ghazani and Aragli (2014) examine daily data from the Tehran stock exchange from 1999 to 2013 and show evidence of the AMH provides an appropriate evolutional perspective on market efficiency. Also, Manahov and Hudson (2014) develop artificial stock markets using a special adaptive form of the Strongly Typed Genetic Programming based learning algorithm and apply it to data from the FTSE100, S&P500 and Russell 3000. They show that the stock market dynamics are consistent with the evolutionary process of the AMH since trader population behave in an efficient adaptive system evolving over time.
Further, Urquhart and McGroarty (2014) study the AMH through an examination of how well-known calendar anomalies behave over time. Using a rolling window analysis and a subsample analysis, they show that the four calendar anomalies studied support the AMH and that certain calendar anomalies are only present during certain market conditions. Rodriguez et al (2014) studies the AMH over weekly, monthly, quarterly and year time scales for the DJIA from 1929 to 2014 using the detrended fluctuation analysis and show that the interday and intraday returns are more serially correlated than overnight returns. They also show that the efficiency of the DJIA is not uniform over time thus providing evidence of the AMH. Smith and Dyakova (2014) use a rolling window analysis on three finite-sample variance ratio tests to examine the changing predictability of African stock market returns. They find that the stock markets go through successive periods of predictability and unpredictability with is consistent with the AMH. Also, Levich and Poti (2015) study the predictability in currency markets over the period 1972-2012 by constructing an upper bound on the explanatory power of predictive regressions of currency returns. They find that currency predictability exceeds this bound during recurring albeit short-lived episodes and that excess predictability is highest in the 1970s and tends to decrease over time but is still present in the final part of the sample period, thus providing evidence of the AMH. Urquhart et al (2015) study the simple moving average rule in the DJIA, FT30 and TOPIX and find that trading on anticipating signals generates superior profits for investors, suggesting that investors are anticipating signals in a way consistent with the AMH. Recently, Noda (2016) find that the degree of market efficiency in Japanese stock markets changes over time and thus supporting the AMH, while Ito et al (2016) develop a non-Bayesian time-varying model and show that the US stock market has evolved over time, consistent with the AMH.
Methodology
To examine the predictability of returns, we adopt three formulations of the variance ratio test, as well as the popular nonlinear BDS test. We include the BDS test due to the fact that linear tests may fail to pick up nonlinear predictability when nonlinear predictability is present (Amini et al 2010) , and when the returns are whitened through an AR-GARCH process, any remaining nonlinear predictability cannot be attributed to conditional heteroscedasticity (Lim and Hooy 2013) .
To obtain monthly measures of predictability, we employ the moving-subsample window of fixed length over the grid of months similar to Kim et al (2011) and Urquhart and McGroarty (2014) . We use a two-year window and calculate the test statistics using data from the first trading day in January 1990 to the last trading day in December 1991 and then move the window forward one-month to cover the period February 1990 to January 1992. We continue this process to the end of the data and obtain measures for predictability of returns up to May 2014. We choose a two-year window to provide enough observations to generate reliable results, while at the same time providing enough results to analyse how the level of predictability has behaved over time.
Variance Ratio Test
Since the seminal work of Lo and MacKinlay (1988) , the variance ratio (VR hereafter) test has emerged as a primary tool in examining whether stock returns are serially uncorrelated, with Hoque et al (2007) stating that it has become the most commonly used econometric tool for testing the random walk hypothesis 1 .
The VR test is based on the statistical property that if a stock price follows a random walk, then the variance of the k-period return is equal to k times the variance of the one period return. Lo and MacKinlay (1988) provide a test for this hypothesis using the single VR, denoted by VR(k). Let r t denote an asset return at time t, where t = 1,2,3….T. Then the variance ratio for r t , with holding period k is;
Where ! ! = Variance(r t + r t-1 +….+ r t-k+1 ) is the variance of k-period return. It can be rewritten as;
Where is the autocorrelation of r t of order j. That is, the variance ratio is one plus a weighted sum of autocorrelation coefficients for the asset returns with positive and declining 1 For a survey on variance ratio tests see Charles and Darné (2009). weights. The VR tests the null hypothesis that the variance ratio equals 1 for all k's since returns are serially uncorrelated with = 0. Alternatively, values for VR(k) greater than 1 imply positive serial correlations while values less than 1 imply negative serial correlations or mean reversion. Lo and MacKinlay (1988) determined the asymptotic distribution of VR(x; k) by assuming that k is fixed when T → ∞. They showed that if r t is i.i.d., i.e. under the assumption of homoskedasticity, then under the null hypothesis that VR(k) = 1, the test statistic M 1 (k) is given by;
which follows the standard normal distribution asymptotically. The asymptotic variance, Φ( ), is given by;
To accommodate the returns exhibiting conditional heteroscedasticity, Lo and MacKinlay (1988) proposed the heteroscedasticity robust test statistic M 2 (k);
which follows the standard normal distribution asymptotically under the null hypothesis that VR(k) = 1, where;
The M 2 (k) test is applicable to returns of a price series and this study utilises M 2 (k) due to the heteroscedastic property of the returns series' studied, as revealed in Table 1 .
A problem with the traditional VR test is that under the random walk hypothesis, we must have VR(k) = 1 for all chosen values of k. Under the null hypothesis of no predictability, the VR value should be one for all values of k. Hence, the test for the null hypothesis should be conducted as a joint test for VR(k) = 1 for all k or multiple values of k. To account for this Chow and Denning (1993) propose a multiple VR test where only the maximum absolute value of VR(k) in a set of m test statistics is considered 2 . The Chow-Denning test statistics is defined as;
And it follows the studentized maximum modulus ( Further, Wright (2000) proposes a non-parametric alternative to the conventional VR test using ranks and signs that overcome the problems of biased and right-skewed samples. These two tests can be more powerful than the Lo-MacKinlay VR test since they have high power 2 For all variance ratio tests, we use values of 2, 4, 8 and 16 for k. 3 For more information on the wild bootstrap methodology, see Kim (2006) . against a wide range of models displaying serial correlation, the signs-based test is exact even under conditional heteroscedasticity and the ranks-based test displays low-size distortion under heteroscedasticity. Given log returns as r t and r(r) be the rank of r(r) among (r 1 , … , y r ) which, under the hypothesis that r t is i.i.d, is just a random permutation of the numbers 1,2, …, T, each with equal probability. Define the rank based VR tests R 1 and R 2 as (for i = 1 or 2);
Where
Where φ -1 is the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution function. The test based on signs of the first difference is given by;
Where s t = 2u(y t , 0) and u(y t , 0) is ½ if y t is positive and -1/2 otherwise. Under the assumption that r t is generated from martingale difference sequence with no drift, s t is an i.i.d. sequence with zero mean and unit variance and the critical values can be obtained by simulating its sampling distribution. We also conduct the joint variance ratio test for ranks and signs proposed by Belaire-Franch and Contreras (2004) and Kim and Shamsuddin (2008) .
BDS Test
The BDS test, proposed by Brock, Dechert and Scheinkman (1987) , is a popular nonparametric test for serial dependence (or a nonlinear structure) in stock returns. The null hypothesis of this test is that the data generating processes are i.i.d., while the alternative hypothesis is "an indication that the model is misspecified" (Brock et al 1996) . Given a sample of i.i.d. observations, {x t : t = 1,2, . . , n}, Brock et al (1996) show;
Where To examine the nonlinear dependence in returns, the returns need to be whitened to remove all linear correlations. An AR(p) model is fitted to the data to remove the linear correlations with the optimal lag length determined when the standardised residuals are no longer correlated through the Ljung-Box Q-statistic up to 10 lags. However as Lim and Hooy (2013) note, it is generally accepted that most of the nonlinear dependence in financial returns are due to conditional heteroscedasticity that can be captured by an ARCH-type model. As the EMH does not impose any restrictions on the dynamics of the conditional variance, any nonlinear dependence found due to conditional heteroscedasticity is not a violation of the EMH. As the BDS has been proven to have high power against ARCH and GARCH models where nonlinearity enters through the conditional variance, we fit an AR-GARCH(1,1) to the returns and its standardised residuals are then tested for i.i.d. using the BDS test such that;
Where r t is the return series, ε t is the residual of the mean equation and h t standards for the conditional variance of the residual. The natural logarithm of the squared standardised residuals, log(ζ t 2 ) where ζ t = ε t /√h t , are then subject to the BDS test. Thus if the BDS test finds the AR-GARCH filtered returns 4 do have significant dependence, there is nonlinear dependence in stock returns and a violation of the EMH.
Data and Results
In this section, we present the data details and their descriptive statistics. We also present the empirical returns of the tests discussed in the previous section.
Data
The sample data consists of daily closing prices for the S&P500, FTSE100, NIKKEI225 and Table 1, where the daily returns for each index is calculated by; (Insert Table 1 and Figure 1 here)
Time-varying returns predictability
Figures 2-5 presents the three different variance ratio p-values over time through a two-year fixed-length moving subsample window analysis for the S&P500, FTSE100, NIKKEI225
and EURO STOXX 50. The statistical significance of the three variance ratio tests is evaluated using p-values where if the p-value is less than or equal to 0.05, the p-value is deemed to reject the null hypothesis and therefore indicates significant evidence in support of the alternative hypothesis. (Insert Figures 6-9 here)
Therefore our results show that each market has experienced differing periods of statistically significant predictability and periods of no statistically significant predictability. These changing levels of predictability depend on the tests employed, since differing testing procedures will capture differing aspects of return predictability. Therefore a direct comparison of markets can only be made when the testing procedure is consistent.
To enable a comparison of the four markets, we study the relative efficiency according to the tests for predictability. In Table 2 we report the percentage of each test statistic which does not reject the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level, similar to Smith (2012) . The S&P500 is deemed the most efficient of the four markets since 76.21% of the p-values over the four tests fail to reject the null hypothesis of efficiency, while the EURO STOXX 50 is the least efficient with only 66.95% of the p-values failing to reject the null hypothesis. The BDS test fails to reject the null hypothesis of efficiency a lot less of the time than the three formulations of the variance ratio test, indicating that the levels of nonlinear predictability are high and that there can be high levels of nonlinear predictability even in the absence of linear predictability 6 .
(Insert Table 2 here)
Market Conditions and Return Predictability
Lo (2004) states that the degree of predictability of a market varies over time with changes in market conditions but gives no suggestion to specific indicators of market conditions or predictions about the relationship between predictability and market conditions (Kim et al 2011) . Hence we examine the relationship between certain market conditions and the level of stock return predictability from the variance ratio tests and the BDS test. Therefore we regress the monthly measures of return predictability against a number of market conditions.
The measures of return predictability we use are the p-values of the variance ratio tests and BDS test. As discussed in Section 3, the p-values of the variance ratio tests and BDS tests indicate significant predictability in stock returns.
Since we generate a measure of predictability as the predictability over the previous 24 months, we calculate the market conditions on data for the previous 24 months. Firstly, we separate our data into bull and bear markets similar to Fabozzi and Francis (1977) . We define each period as either Up or Down (UD) periods, where an UP period is one where the average return was non-negative and DOWN periods are when the average return was negative. This procedure yields a mutually exclusive and exhaustive division of the total sample into two subsets, however it ignores trends in the market and views each month independently. We also use Klein and Rosenfeld (1987) definition of bull and bear markets, which is a modified version of the methodology of Fabozzi and Francis (1977) . A period is defined as a 'substantial market mover' when the periods market's return is greater than onehalf of the market's standard deviation of that periods returns. Following Klein and Rosenfeld (1987) , we place all the moving sample period in the sample either into bull, normal, or bear categories based on trend. For example, if the market index rises substantially in one period while the surrounding periods are average, this period is classified as average. If the market either rises or is normal in one period while the surrounding periods are deemed bearish, this period is classified as bearish. Thus each type of market must contain a minimum of two consecutive substantial movements. As a measure of market risk, we calculate the realised volatility of each stock market as the square root of the sum of daily return squares over the previous 24 months, which is a purely non-parametric measure of total market risk 7 (Anderson et al., 2003) . Table 3 reports the number of periods designated with a certain market condition. The S&P500, FTSE100 and EURO STOXX 50 all have more UP periods than DOWN periods, while the NIKKEI225 have more DOWN periods which reflects the markets negative mean return. Each market has more normal periods than bull or bear periods, while only the NIKKEI225 has more bear periods than bull periods.
(Insert Table 3 here) (Insert Table 4 here)
Conclusions
This paper examines the return predictability of the returns in four of the world's largest stock markets, namely the S&P500, FTSE100, NIKKEI225 and EURO STOXX 50, by testing the AMH using daily data from January 1990 to May 2014. As measures of the degree of return predictability, we use three formulations of the variance ratio test, as well as the nonlinear BDS test on pre-whitened returns. We evaluate the time-varying return predictability by applying these tests to fixed-length moving sub-sample windows of two years, which move forward one month at a time. A regression analysis is also conducted to determine how these measures of return predictability are related to changing market conditions. Therefore we add to the growing literature on the AMH and also link the levels of stock return predictability to market conditions.
We find evidence that return predictability fluctuates over time in each market, with each return series going through periods of significant predictability and periods where no predictability is found. This is found for each variation of the variance ratio test, as well as for the BDS test for nonlinear predictability. This suggests that the linear and nonlinear stock return predictability does vary over time and that market efficiency is not an all-or-nothing condition. We also can see that different markets experience significant predictability at different periods of time, suggesting that each market evolves differently over time and the predictability in the markets is not very correlated.
We also show that certain market conditions are more favourable to produce periods of significant predictability, however this varies with each market. This suggests that markets adapt differently over time and interact differently to varying market conditions. A bull market may represent a period of significant stock return predictability according to the Chow-Denning test in the FTSE100, but that does not necessarily mean that a bull market in the S&P500 will be associated with significant predictability. Therefore even though we find evidence of the AMH in each market, each market must be viewed as an individual entity as they interact differently to market conditions. Thus investors need to view each market independently since the predictability of these markets vary over time along with their market conditions. 
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